Observations on the Effectiveness of Cut Stem Treatment and Applying Herbicide
to Cuts or a Girdle (Frilling) when Treating Common Buckthorn During Summer
and Winter
By James McGee 12/17/2017
Since June of 2016 I have been trialing various methods of applying glyphosate herbicide to common
buckthorn. I used glyphosate because this herbicide is readily available at any hardware store in a
concentration that can be used for cut stump application.

Summer Treatments
I started using Roundup with 18 percent active ingredient (a.i.) glyphosate applied to cut stumps and
girdled stems (frilling) of smaller buckthorn in late June of 2016. The cut stump method killed only
about 25 percent of stems. Those that died were all over a half inch in diameter. At first I thought only
a few of the buckthorn that had herbicide applied to cut stems were going to die, but a number of the
ones that leafed out surprised me by dying the following year. In contrast, the buckthorn with stems
smaller than a half inch in diameter all continue to show no impact from the herbicide application
(Figure 1).

(Figure 1: Stems less than ½ inch in diameter looking like they received no damage from herbicide
application)

I also noticed stems that were cut high were only killed down about eight inches to one foot (Figure 2).
My observations from the high cut stems and the smaller buckthorn cut low to the ground made me
realize a higher concentration of herbicide might be preferable.

(Figure 2: High cut stem resprouting below area of stem killed by cut stump herbicide application)

The stems that had herbicide applied to a girdle showed more impact and were killed faster than the
small percentage of stems killed using the cut stump method. Figure 3 shows a buckthorn that had
herbicide applied to a girdle high above the ground due to a fence. Only one buckthorn that had
herbicide applied to a girdle survived. This buckthorn probably survived because the stem diameter was
smaller than the buckthorn shown in Figure 3 and the girdle was similarly made high on the stem. All
buckthorns that had herbicide applied to a girdle just above ground level died without sprouting (Figure
4).

(Figure 3: Frilled stem showing sprouting but dying a few weeks later)

When applying herbicide to a cut stump or a girdle, I would apply the herbicide until the area was
completely saturated and often starting to drip down the stem. The herbicide would form a foam after
repeatedly dabbing the paint brush onto the stump or into the cuts. The cuts and a distance of the stem
above them would end up coated with foam or at least saturated with herbicide. In subsequent visits
the stems did not appear to have herbicide on them. The herbicide applied to the stem above the cut
might have flowed down into the cut.
I think the reason frilling is working better than cut stem application on really small buckthorn is frilling
creates a much larger surface area of inner bark that is contacted by herbicide. Also, I scraped off the
bark in a manner that created a cup shape so more herbicide could be held by the girdle than could be
held on a flat cut. Finally, herbicide that is applied above the cut might be flowing down into the cut
further increasing the dose.

(Figure 4: Common buckthorn quickly killed by applying 18 % glyphosate to a stem girdled low)

Winter Treatment
My success with frilling in the summer of 2016 was encouraging. I decided I needed to try frilling in
winter to determine if it was effective during this time of year. I used a generic glyphosate concentrate
(HDX) with 41 percent a.i. which was purchased from Home Depot. I was hoping I could achieve
improved control with a higher concentration. I have been so successful with 41 % a.i. glyphosate that I
plan on trialing more dilute concentrations during the 2017/2018 winter. I only worked when the
temperature was above freezing as is listed on the label. I completed this work from November of 2016
to February of 2017. During this period I visited the site five times. I treated over 540 stems in about
13.3 hours, which is a rate of about a stem every minute and a half. This rate is an estimate from the
three visits where this work was the only task done during the visit. I did not count the individual plants
treated. I counted the number of stems coming from the base of the plants to try to make the rate
more comparable whether single stem or multi-stem buckthorn were being treated.

The results of this work are shown in the pictures below. This picture shows most of one side of the
work area. All but the largest multi-stem common buckthorn were completely top killed (Figure 5).

(Figure 5: Worksite in May where many common buckthorn had been killed)

The Ones That Had Branches Leaf Out
The picture in Figure 6 shows one of the multi-stemmed common buckthorns that were not completely
killed by my treatment during the 2016/2017 winter. The reason this buckthorn had a few branches leaf
out is because frilling was not done completely around the stem that developed leaves. It was
impossible to access the back of this stem at the base. The large number of stems in certain multistemmed buckthorn often makes access to the back of a few stems impossible near their base. Also,
only the branchlets on the side of the branch that did not receive frilling leafed out. The stems that did
not receive cuts completely around their circumference were killed laterally slightly over an inch beyond
the incision where herbicide had been applied. Other large multi-stemmed common buckthorn that had
branches leaf out did not have any frilling done on that respective branch because it was in the middle
of a cluster of many large stems. These observations lead me to realize the placement of the cuts to
which herbicide is applied is more important than the total amount of herbicide that is applied. In the
future I will make sure every stem has cuts made around it into the lowest accessible area followed by
herbicide application so all stems will be killed. This should eliminate needing to do follow up work on
previously treated stems.

(Figure 6: Large frilled buckthorn with a part of one branch that leafed out)

Frilling Method
Figure 7 shows the appearance of the frill on a large multi-stem common buckthorn. During my visit in
May of 2017, I did not see any branches that had leafed out on the buckthorn in Figure 7. I thought this
buckthorn was dead. However, when I returned in October of 2017 I saw some leaf out on branches
and epicormic shoots from the inside of the stems just over an inch laterally from where the herbicide
had been applied but further up the stem. I realized I need to make incisions on the back of the
branches for this method to be successful and they could not be too far apart. This observation
coincides with recommendations on the Roundup ™ label for 41 % glyphosate.
“12.7 Injection and Frill (Woody Brush and Trees) … This is best achieved by applying a 50 to 100 percent
concentration of this product either to a continuous frill around the tree or as cuts evenly spaced around
the tree below all branches. As tree diameter increases in size, better results are achieved by applying
diluted material to a continuous frill or more closely spaced cuttings.”
https://45ijagbx6du4albwj3e23cj1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/RoundupOriginal.pdf

(Figure 7: Frill on buckthorn that along with all others produced no basal sprouts)

There are a few buckthorn seedlings visible in the picture (Figure 7). However, please notice there are
no basal sprouts. I found no basal sprouting on any of the buckthorn I had frilled during this winter trial.
This was true even though I only made the cuts around the base of the shrub and not each individual
stem. My experience has been that basal sprouting can be prevented if stems are not cut and frilling is
done low to the ground. This is a big advantage over cut stem treatment. If frilling fails to kill a tree or
shrub then only a few more cuts will need to be made and herbicide applied. If cut stem treatment fails
then the work area will look like the image in Figure 8 the next season. No one wants to deal with a
mess like these spouting buckthorn stumps, especially if a few years is allowed to pass before additional
work gets done on the site.

(Figure 8: Sprouting that occurred after herbicide application to cut stumps either did not occur or
failed)

I believe the frilling I have been doing is significantly better than using a chainsaw to double girdle.
Frilling looks better aesthetically and maintains the mechanical integrity of the stems. I prefer not to see
slashes on trees from chainsaws when I walk through natural areas. Since I make the cuts low to the
ground the girdle is less visible. I also find work to be more enjoyable without the noise from chainsaws.
The ability to complete this work without needing a chainsaw, related equipment, and necessary
training is a big advantage of frilling.
The idea for the tool I use to girdle stems originated from the following YouTube video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoMqoAkCjp0
To create a girdle I pushed the tip of this chisel-like tool (Figure 9) downward into the bark with my
gloved palm to make cuts around the base just above ground level. This work made my palm sore after
a few hours.

(Figure 9: Tool used to girdle buckthorn for frilling)

This season I have been using a very sharp butt chisel to reduce the wear on my palm (Figure 10). This
has worked well. After pushing the chisel into the bark I twist it back and forth so the bark flares out.
This makes a wide gap that is large enough for a paint brush to saturate with herbicide.

(Figure 10: Butt Chisel I now use for frilling)

I have found kneeling on a knee pad makes girdling stems low to the ground comfortable. I keep a pair
of pruners in my coat pocket to cut small branches out of the way so I can easily access the base of
stems. I often cut with only half the tip of the chisel to make cutting into thicker bark easier. For trees
larger than buckthorn I often use a hatchet for this work.

Effectiveness on Small Common Buckthorn
Figure 11 shows the leading edge of the buckthorn thicket where there were dense small buckthorn and
the stem density was thickest. I put red arrows in the photo to point out buckthorn that had been
frilled. Professional restoration workers have told me cut stem herbicide application on really small
buckthorn notoriously fails. As mentioned previously, this is my experience too. The thing that should
be noticed in this photo is that frilling killed really small stemmed buckthorn even during winter.

(Figure 11: Leading edge of buckthorn thicket where all frilled buckthorn were killed)

Vegetation Response
The plants that are now recovering under the frilled buckthorn in this degraded prairie are more shade
tolerant species like Canada anemone, meadow rue, unidentified sedges, violets, violet wood sorrel,
wild onion, wild rose, and wild strawberry. In the moist area of dense-small buckthorn (shown in Figure
11) cinnamon willow herb (Epilobium coloratum) has now colonized. Slightly further into the former
buckthorn thicket Gaura biennis has now appeared. Under the largest buckthorn in areas that were the
most shaded pilewort is now growing. Higher quality prairie plants still survive in the areas between the
patches of dense buckthorn.

Method Advantages
This method initially took about one and a half minutes per stem on average. This time per stem for
girdling correlates well with another effort where I did not apply herbicide when girdling smaller
buckthorn stems. The additional 20 or 30 seconds per stem for herbicide application is definitely
worthwhile since it reduces the need to do very time consuming follow up. Further work I have done in
November of 2017 has resulted in averages of two to three minutes per stem when the additional work

of treating the back of the stems of multi-stemmed buckthorn is being completed. The variation in the
average time per stem treated depends on the size of the buckthorn in the area and the number and
density of stems possessed by the buckthorn.
A comparison of this method to basal bark application will quickly show that basal bark application may
be much faster and requires less effort in certain situations. However, I have not directly compared
basal bark application to frilling and applying glyphosate. The Illinois Nature Preserve Commission
states the following in their vegetation management guideline for buckthorns under “Failed or
Ineffective Practices.”
“Basal bark application was found to allow significantly more resprouting than application to a cut or
girdled stem. Brushmaster (formulation of isooctyl ester of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 2-ethylhexyl
ester of(+)-R-2-propionic acid, and dicamba) and Garlon 4 (triclopyr) were less effective at reducing
resprout after girdling or cutting than the other available herbicides described above.“
https://www.dnr.illinois.gov/INPC/documents/vmg/VMG%20Buckthorns%20revised%202007%20%20Copy.pdf
I have seen applications of triclopyr ester succeed when stewards at Deer Grove Forest Preserve in
Palatine, IL apply herbicide to the outer ring of the cut and down the stump about four additional
inches. Basal bark application to sprouting stumps requires more length of stem coverage to achieve an
effective dose because the stems of sprouts are very thin. Cutting, hauling, bucking, and disposing of
the buckthorn requires expending significant additional physical labor and time compared to frilling or
basal bark application. A number of resources claim basal bark application using triclopyr ester on
buckthorn is only successful for smaller stems.
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/terrestrialplants/woody/buckthorn/control.html
https://www.cumberlandmaine.com/sites/cumberlandme/files/uploads/control_of_invasive_plants.pdf
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/news/2009/jun/112401.htm
If cutting, hauling, and disposal must be used for triclopyr applications to be successful on larger
buckthorn then applying glyphosate to cuts around the base of the stems would accomplish control with
less time and effort.
A situation where basal bark application with triclopyr ester should not be used is when working in a
wetland with open water. However, there are glyphosate products that are labeled for this situation
which makes frilling a good choice. An additional situation when a water soluble herbicide should be
chosen over triclopyr ester is during warmer weather (Figure 12). However, winter is the preferred time
for brush control to prevent compaction of soil, trampling of plants, impacts on birds, and because there
are many other tasks that must be done during summer. Since Triclopyr ester can be applied at below
freezing temperatures it will continue to be the herbicide of choice for most winter workdays.
A final advantage of glyphosate is it is easy to obtain in small quantities with the correct concentration
and at a lower cost per stem treated than triclopyr. Those doing small projects might choose frilling
over basal bark application because of easier availability of glyphosate and lower cost even if the time
per stem treated is significantly longer.

(Figure 12: Sweating In August, 2017 Heat Controlling Bush Honeysuckle on Langham Island, Kankakee
County, IL)
Photo taken by Don Nelson

When the dead stems can be left standing both basal bark application to small stems or frilling are much
less laborious than sawing, dragging, disposing of buckthorn stems, and then applying herbicide to the
cut stumps. The only exception is if a brush cutter is available for smaller stems which makes this work
go very fast. Leaving the woody species to decompose also has the advantage of eliminating burn scars
which frequently become colonized with invasive species.

https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/photo/107874019080399894118/6483230550846541634?icm=fals
e&iso=true
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/photo/107874019080399894118/6483232244662190610?icm=fals
e&iso=true
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/photo/107874019080399894118/6483233419795401474?icm=fals
e&iso=true

The decomposing brush can create a good temporary habitat for certain species. One example from
savannas that the steward of Deer Grove Forest Preserve in Palatine, IL , Pete Jackson, pointed out to
me is Lonicera prolifera which needs both light and something to climb in order to bloom. However, the
more labor intensive method of cutting, dragging, burning, and applying herbicide to the cut stumps will
undoubtedly continue to be utilized in more populous areas because of aesthetic reasons or along trails
and roads where larger trees falling are a safety hazard. In conclusion, in the right situation frilling is a
useful tool that you should add to your restoration tool box.

